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2021 OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

Each year DCTC recognizes outstanding graduates in honor of the college’s former president, Dave Schroeder, who served from 1970–1999. Students are nominated by faculty and staff for their involvement and participation at the college, academic performance and service to the community.

EMILY GRACE SWANSON
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST GRADUATE

Emily Grace Swanson, a Phi Theta Kappa scholar at Dakota County Technical College, has received the 2020–2021 Dave Schroeder Outstanding Student Award. During her time at DCTC, Emily served as Student Senate vice president and participated in TRIO Student Support Services.

Emily was born with a severe birth defect called a congenital diaphragmatic hernia. Doctors did not think that she would survive. She was on life support and spent many intense months in the hospital. Emily went on to overcome life-threatening and seemingly insurmountable medical conditions throughout her lifetime. She has undergone 34 surgeries and 40 trips to the ER. She has been hospitalized 36 times for a total of 277 days.

An exceptionally engaged student, Emily belonged to Christians on Campus and Lions Club, volunteering to help out at events held by both student clubs. She served on the Auxiliary Committee and was the student representative on the DCTC Foundation Board. She represented DCTC students at multiple LeadMN leadership conferences.

Emily attended a variety of campus events, including the Healthy Knight 5K, Etiquette Luncheon, and Chili Cook-Off. She completed the Leadership Exploration and Development program with Strengths Based Leadership components, excelling as a 360 Degree Leader.

Emily made the President’s List three times, posting a 4.0 GPA during her last two semesters. Her community service includes volunteering at Gillette Children’s Specialty Care, Children’s Hospital in Minneapolis, Operation Christmas Child, Feed My Starving Children, Brainpower in a Backpack and her church summer day camp.
Ronnie Gaine, an esteemed former member of the campus community at Dakota County Technical College, has received the 2020–2021 Dave Schroeder Outstanding Student Award. Ronnie graduated with honors from DCTC in May 2020 with an Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) in Information Systems Management and a PC Technician certificate. He was on track to graduate in spring 2021 with an A.A.S. in Software Development. Ronnie passed away November 15, 2020, at the age of 52.

Ronnie worked on campus while going to college. He was a student ambassador and a student worker in the Testing Center. He also worked in other areas of the college’s Student Affairs division. He belonged to Phi Theta Kappa (his cumulative GPA was 3.58) and was an active member of Student Senate. He served on campus committees and frequently volunteered at campus events. During fall semester 2019, Ronnie received the Mark M. Welter World Citizen Award.

Known by everyone he encountered during his workday as kind, friendly, humble and welcoming, Ronnie enjoyed making origami artwork, which he shared with his peers and coworkers.

Originally from Barisal, Bangladesh, Ronnie earned a bachelor’s degree in Dhaka, the country’s capital, before moving to Japan, where he lived for seven years. He continued his studies in Singapore and eventually returned to Bangladesh to work in the corporate world. Ronnie got married to Ruth Sarker in 2001, and they moved to the United States in 2004. Ronnie and Ruth raised two daughters, Megan and Joan.
COMMENCEMENT TRADITIONS

A traditional academic procession introduces the commencement exercise. The procession is led by the faculty followed by the graduates.

The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at graduation ceremonies in American colleges are the direct descendants of the everyday costumes worn in the medieval universities of the 11th and 12th centuries. The wearing of distinctive apparel as an indication of scholarship and academic rank was adopted in the United States in the early 1900s.

The cap worn almost universally in processions is the Oxford cap, better known as the mortarboard. The mortarboard is square to symbolize a book. At Dakota County Technical College, it is tradition for students to wear the tassel at the right of the cap for the procession and during the awarding of diplomas. After all students have received their diplomas, the graduates, led by the president of the college, switch the tassel from right to left.

The style of the gown is significant. Graduates earning diplomas and associate or bachelor degrees wear gowns with long and pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has a long closed sleeve, square at the end. The doctor’s gown is characterized by a voluminous bell-shaped sleeve with three velvet bars. The colors of the bars are usually the colors of the academic discipline in which the degree is granted, but may be black.

In the United States, Pomp and Circumstance has come to be associated almost exclusively with the graduation ceremony. Originally titled Orchestral 39, the score was composed by Sir Edward Elgar in 1901, expressly for the coronation of Edward VII.

RECOGNITION OF HONOR STUDENTS

Phi Theta Kappa
Phi Theta Kappa (†) is an international honor society for two-year college students. Phi Theta Kappa was established more than 70 years ago. It is an organization of academically achieving students dedicated to the four hallmarks: scholarship, leadership, service and fellowship. The Dakota County Technical College chapter, Beta Theta Tau, was proudly chartered on December 10, 1999. To be eligible for membership, a student must be currently enrolled, have accumulated 12 credits of course work that could be applied toward an associate degree, and have achieved a 3.5 or higher cumulative grade point average. Graduates who are Phi Theta Kappa members are listed in the program with † by their names.

Graduates with Distinction
Students graduating with a 4.0 G.P.A. as of the end of the most previous term are listed in this program with ** by their name.

Graduates with Honor
Students graduating with a 3.5 G.P.A. as of the end of the most previous term are listed in this program with * by their name.

Military Service
United States veterans and service members are identified by red, white and blue cords.

The students listed in this program are candidates for graduation. Diplomas will be sent in 10 -12 weeks to graduates who have completed all their requirements.
CLASS OF 2021

ACCOUNTING
Faculty:
Marie Saunders
Sara Saunders
Lyle Stelter
Arvind Suri
Patricia Weigand

Accountant AAS
Tracy Lynn Bahr *
Michael Anthony Bharrat
Tracy Lynn Carlson
Francia E. Clubb *
Jasmine Coons
Caitlin J. Dalton
Susan Garado †
Jordan Lee Hagen *
Hue Her
Matthew J Hovel *
Jessica Lanegran *
John Marek *
Carrill McClellan *
Kalena Louise Miller *
Jason Lee Nelmark
Marjorie Sue Riley **
Dana A. Robran **
Kayla Michelle Snyder †*
Tyler Trenda
Nathan Louis Youso *
Dale Durwood Zellmer III †**

Accounting Clerk Diploma
Natalie Rose Jones

Small Business Accounting Certificate
Haily Angeleen Dabrowski
John Allen Nelson **
Jared Ezekiel Rodriguez Figueroa

ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
Leah Greuel
Anne Painter
Patrick Macnabb

Architectural Drafting Certificate
Juan J. Martinez

Architectural Technology AAS
Nathan A. Anderson
Danielle Andrewsen **
Alexander Carlson *
Christina Crafton *
Trevor Dalman
Derek Jacobson *
Jonah Josephs *
Collin James Lee
Breanna Mees
Gwendolyn Pietsch
Marco A. Pliego Flores
Kaleb Rylan Sherman *
Celine Urick **
Grace E. Wadzinski *

AUTO BODY COLLISION
Faculty:
Scott Logan
Gerard Rainford

Auto Body Collision Technology AAS
Jonathan Becker-Anding
Michael James Bratsch
Wyatt Allen Brosam *
Katherine Copeland
Anna Kraning †*
Elizabeth Margaret Mazurek
Peyton B. McGowan
Libby Schrader *
Jordan Tyler Sheppard *
Cody Swenson

** Auto Body Collision Technology Diploma
Alexander Burdick
Keegan Christopher Feuling *
Kevin Carlo D Mendoza

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (ASEP)

Faculty:
Mark Hickman
Timothy McCluskey

Automotive Service Educational Program (ASEP) AAS
Nathan Allen *
Xavier M Best *
Cooper Fitch
Kevin Kluegel
Theodore Anthony Lewis
Zachary A. Mills *
Francisco Rios
Cody Schmidt
Tanner Smith
Hunter Voracek *
Austin Weeks
Lucas Wege
Alexander Wurl

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN

Faculty:
Scott Anderson
Matt Boudinot
Jeffrey Copeland
Christopher Siebenaler
Mike Winks

Automotive Technician AAS
Benjamin Beebe
Cody Benjaminson
Matt Owen Boudinot *
Jack Carlson *
Kevin Corona Amores *
Bryan J. Dettmann †
John K Dominik
Travis Glenzer

Austin Gordon
Jonathan A. Hausen
Jett Horecka
Bonny Htoo
Austin Jahnke
Aaron Johnson
Amanda Marian Rose Kostrzewski *
Saxon L Kucin
Smile Lay
Jason Anthony Lewandowski
Henley McNulty
Abubahker Mohammad
Samuel Joseph Peterson
Xavier Alexander Milos Russell *
Pa Sad
Mitchel Galvin Walker
Kitiara Wollin-Eyton

Automotive Technician Diploma
Max Freuler
Michael B Pete
Spencer Reid Williams

Engine Performance Diploma
Brandon L. Folson † *

Powertrain Diploma
Kaleb M. Schuberg

BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY

Faculty:
Travis Ahlquist

Biomedical Equipment Technology AAS
Cameron Charles Carlson
Christopher Gibson
Conor Lindell
Matthew Joel Miller *
Branden Nelson
Daniel Andriy Simonov
Hudson Virts
Leng Richard Yang *

BREWING & BEER STEWARD

Faculty:
Jeff Merriman

Brewing & Beer Steward Technology Certificate
Corbyn Burley

** Distinction  * Honor  † Phi Theta Kappa
Michelle Gonzales **  
Paul Hedlund **  
Joshua Alan Jackson  
David Corey Maxfield *  
Joshua Merrick *  
Beau Edward Olson  
Nick Stenerson **  
Andrew Thonesen **  
Riley Cyrus Yawn-White *  

**BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT**

Faculty:
Josefina Landrieu  
Christine Lamott  
Lawrence Nelson  
JoAnn Wroblewski  
Leonard Axelrod  
Jose Brett  
Scott Gunderson  
Harold Torrence  
Padma Ramllall

Business Administration AS
Jacob Biermaier  
Carlos Chavez  
Madeline Gjerde  
Christopher D Reineke  
Marie E. Stevermer †*

Business Marketing AS
Benjamin Cradle  
Sean Michael Esslinger *  
Sara Galligani  
Jamilee Rose Haidar *  
Emily Hinojosa  
Jiaoping Shen †*

Business Management AAS
Nicole Rose Dwyer  
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.  
Linda Lucia Garcia  
Dori Lee Gierczic *  
Emily Jo Gottschald  
David Jerome Harris  
Joseph John Heinz †**  
Danielle Monique Jones  
Asjha Marie Lett  
Fernando Antonio Pintor Sanchez  
Vianny Rodriguez *  
Kavita San Martin  
Lizelle Shell †*  
Michael J. Vohnoutka *

**Business Marketing Specialist AAS**
Nikita Mix **

**Hospitality & Event Management AAS**
Carolyne Michelle Peterson

**Technical Management AAS**
Christine Marie Cornelius  
Richelle Marie Johnston  
Justin Charles Klein  
Haymanot Magruder *  
Bryce Ervin Malenke  
Brianna Miske *  
Festus Olaonipekun  
Festus Olaonipekun  
Patricia A. Schmidt  
Raelin R. Schmidt **  
Lizelle Shell †*  
Mackayla Thomas  
Lydia Udia Mentowah  
Brent Michael Villarreal  
Kimberly U. Wachter

**Multicultural Human Resources Diploma**
Dovene Ameyo Madje Agbodjavou  
Jose Joaquin Chavez **  
Maria Magdalena Cordova Gonzalez **  
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.  
Linda Lucia Garcia  
Dori Lee Gierczic *  
David Jerome Harris  
Vianny Rodriguez *

**Multicultural Leadership Diploma**
Dovene Ameyo Madje Agbodjavou  
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.  
Linda Lucia Garcia  
Dori Lee Gierczic *  
David Jerome Harris  
Vianny Rodriguez *  
Lizelle Shell †*  
Essenam Soares †*

**Human Resources Management Certificate**
Dovene Ameyo Madje Agbodjavou  
Jose Joaquin Chavez **  
Maria Magdalena Cordova Gonzalez **  
Nicole Rose Dwyer
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.
Linda Lucia Garcia
Dori Lee Gierczic *
Emily Jo Gottschald
Brittany Marie Halliburton
David Jerome Harris
Joseph John Heinz †**
Salem Elias Hintz
Danielle Monique Jones
Asjha Marie Lett
Nicholas R. Miller
Ariel R. Olson *
Fernando Antonio Pintor Sanchez
Vianny Rodriguez *
Kavita San Martin
Sarah Weiler **

** Multicultural Supervision Certificate **
Dovene Ameyo Madje Agbodjavou
Jose Joaquin Chavez **
Maria Magdalena Cordova Gonzalez **
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.
Linda Lucia Garcia
David Jerome Harris
Fernando Antonio Pintor Sanchez
Vianny Rodriguez *
Essenam Soares †*

** Quality Improvement Certificate **
Nicole Rose Dwyer
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.
Dori Lee Gierczic *
Emily Jo Gottschald
Taylor Christian Gunn **
Joseph John Heinz †**
Danielle Monique Jones
Jordon A. Kinney
Justin Charles Klein
Asjha Marie Lett
Kavita San Martin
Michael J. Vohnoutka *

** Supervisory Leadership Certificate **
Dovene Ameyo Madje Agbodjavou
Nicole Rose Dwyer
Gerald A Ferrante Jr.
Linda Lucia Garcia
Dori Lee Gierczic *
Emily Jo Gottschald
Taylor Christian Gunn **
Brittany Marie Halliburton
David Jerome Harris
Joseph John Heinz †**
Richelle Marie Johnston
Danielle Monique Johnston
Jordon A. Kinney
Justin Charles Klein
Asjha Marie Lett
Daisy Mwango Mairura
Nicholas R. Miller
Brianna Miske *
Andrew O’Connell **
Mirelia Mary Lynne O’Connell
Ariel R. Olson *
Fernando Antonio Pintor Sanchez
Vianny Rodriguez *
Kavita San Martin
Lizelle Shell †*
Wesley Robert Sneddeker
Essenam Soares †*
Melissa Leanne Sundstrom
Brent Michael Villarreal
Michael J. Vohnoutka
Kimberly U. Vohnoutka
Joseph P. Walton *

** BUSINESS ENTREPRENEUR **
Faculty:
Robert Voss

** Small Business Entrepreneur Certificate **
Gabriella Debborah Anderson **
Christine A. Fauteck Hanson
Damian Gallagher
Erick Gonzalez
Shenise Nellie Guise
Jordi Herrera
Sarah Johnson **
Jordon A. Kinney
Ashley M. Koll *
Emily Marie Lorence †*
Angel A. Ortiz
Christopher Seymore Jr.
Wesley Robert Sneddeker
Shae Louis Staub
Brent Michael Villarreal
Kiana Zastoupil †*

** Distinction * Honor † Phi Theta Kappa
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
Kate Clemens
Samuel Gibson
Patrick Kowal
Barritt Lovelace
Rita Weaver
Bryan Ripp
Alan Hancock

Civil Engineering & Land Survey AAS
Alexander John Apolloni
Sandra Ahidali Contreras Lopez †
Jonathan Kampa
Madeline Karo Jay *
Trevor Keske *
Thomas Ray Postal
Vitaly Dominic Postiglione
Parker Stoltzman
Mitchel Turner
Ryan Vassel
Eduardo Velazquez Lima

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Faculty:
Scott Holm
Matt Oberlander
Nirmal Jain

Construction Management AS
Kyle Lawrence Dahlberg **
Nicholas John Gores
Brady J. Klehr *
Evan J Ruen †*
Ryan Patrick Swann
Campbell Everett Westrum

Construction Management AAS
McKenna Mohagen
Cathy Lynn O'Malley †*
Evan J Ruen †*
Hunter Allen Walker

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Faculty:
Kami Burgess
Carrie Erickson
Diana Sullivan

Dental Assistant AAS
Alyssa Marie Anderson *
Gwyneth Vylle Baloro
Margaret Bruneau *
Periche Ashleywone Buckner *
Marie Griffith
Valerie Herbert
Noel Issata Kamara †
Kaylee Kolden *
Raylin Lau
Lilia Lee
Lauren Mack **
Cheryl Foster Maples †*
Madisyn Renee Martin
Alexis M. Maxwell **
Goitom Menghesha
Sarah E. Miller †
Mekalah Anne Nicewaner †
Jahmar Polarbaw
Kathryn Quam
Tasnim Rahman
Jordan K. Ries
Jasimine la’pree Scott
Kathryn Serres
Natalie Marie Thompson
Elisabeth Urberg
Logan Daniel Zimlich

Dental Assistant Diploma
Yosmeirys E. Abreu Morillo
Janelle Ann Allram
Claire J. Anderson *
Breana Bamlt
Adriana Marisol Barbecho-Espinoza *
Jennifer Becker
Hannah M. Berres
Mallory Jean Bleeker *
Adriana Coronado Chavez †**
Brittany Dotseth
Yamileth Duque
Colleen Elizabeth Elert **
Shayle Flacksbarth
Katherine L. Ford *
Eryn Alexis Furney
Erika Jewel Gonzales Pimentel
Marie Griffith
Maria Gutzmann *
Brooklyn J Hanneman
Angela M. Hanson †**
Valerie Herbert
Alyxandra E Hohensee *
Samuel A. Hopp †*
Alyssa M Johnson †
Cassandra Kiecker
April Elizabeth LaCroix *
Sophia Margaret Leitch
Autumn Miller
Sarah E. Miller *
Maryama Mohamed Mire
Janelle Ann Mondry †**
Paula Dainelle Preston
Marisa Raanen
Tasnim Rahman
Mikaela Elizabeth Rank-Redding
Sandra Marie Redning *
Yasmin Celeste Richardson
Eduardo Cardenas Rodriguez
Morgan Selbitschka *
Brooke A Skoglund †*
Summer J. Skokan
Abby Kate Standfuss
Katelin A Stordahl
Rubisela Valtierrez
Abbigail Jane Wagner
Bianna White
Irma Zarate

** Distinction      * Honor      † Phi Theta Kappa
Megan Leigh Thurow
Payton Trombley *
Shamiiya Jayshonda Webb

Child Development AS
Latasha Bell
Katherine Christine Engelking
Beth Ann Marie Hanson
Emily Woodworth

Child & Family Studies AS
Maddison Ahner *
Emma Leigh Katherine Johnson
Brooke Ashley Lipinski *
Kayley Jo Richard
Madeline Siebenaler
Johanna Tetzlaff

Child Life Assistant AAS
Katherine Christine Engelking
Natalie Rose Sticha *

Early Childhood & Youth Development AAS
Logan Doty *
Corina Marie Ficzeri †*
Kyra Avonelle Miller
Kennedy Rae Walters

Child Development Diploma
Mara Johnson
Haley Jean Athena Stewart
Sha-la'e' Kiara Webb
Arielle Paige Wubben **

Early Childhood & Youth Development Certificate
Maddison Ahner *
Amber Roby
Sha-Lae' Kiara Webb

** Distinction      * Honor      † Phi Theta Kappa
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION
Faculty:
Susan Farmer
Brett Kolles
Shayla Loree
Erin Manthey
Erica Peterson

Early Childhood & Youth Development
Faculty:
Sharon Bergen
Dawn Easley

Early Childhood & Education Transfer Pathway AS
Maddison Ahner *
Bianna Rose Lillemoen
Anna Karen Main *

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
Faculty:
Ronald Gruenes
Bruce Harens
Donald Deutsch
Mitchell Louks
Bryan O'Neill
Alan Bonham

Electrical Construction & Maintenance Technology AAS
Jacob Allen *
Croix W. Alverson
Noah Bigbee
Samuel Blaschke *
Cole Corbitt *
Theodore P Dowdle
Jadon Duban
Brenden Joshua Eyrich
Jonathan J. Felter
Cole Jeffrey Gilbery
Peter Hamilton
Logan Robert Hammond *
Cory Irons †
Zack Jorgensen
Peter Joseph Kaszynski †*
Hunter A Kazmierczak *
Lane Keire
Ethan Koeppen *
Matthew Paul Kraus †**
Cameron Bennett Krenik *
Brandon Michael Leen
Ryan J Lewin
Louis Marcell *
Brian J McCracken
Jonathan McGrath
Samuel James McKee *
Brady Miller
Benjamin Robert Moore
Matthew Carl Moreno *
Kiet L Nguyen
Lucas Nielsen
Benjamin Novak **
Brian Joseph Novak *
Shane O'Connor *
Jacob Peine *
Timofey Reznikov
Joel M. Rodriguez
Jon Rusterholz
Hayden Strain
Victor Tokman
Broderick Ulrich *
Mason L Warner

Electrical Construction &
Maintenance Technology Diploma
Brendon Cooper
Richard James Leahy
Colin Furey Loegering *
Cody Alan Miller
Ryan Michael Peterson

Samuel M. Tiede
Alex Glenn Wille

---

**ELECTRICAL LINEMAN**

Faculty:
Jesse Boots
Jake Marthaler

Electrical Lineman AAS
Abdiaziz Abdinasir
Bryce M Anibas **
Noah Joseph Jennings *
Nicholas Robert Peterson
Zachary Piechowski *
Matthew Ryan Simon *
Luke Vander Schaaf *
Austin Lloyd Winnegge
Zachary S Young

Electrical Lineman Diploma
Zachary G. Bauer
Sean Campbell
Cristian Adilson Campos Castillo
Randy Constantino
Chance A Davies
Mason R. Duden *
Colby Dunkel
Roman Mitchell Engstrand *
Charles Benjamin Gehrke
Brock John - Joseph Goelz *
Trevor David Greguson
Hunter James Greshowak
Logan Haavisto
Carlos E. Heikkila Frankhauser
Chase Richard Holtorf
Spencer W. Hunt *
Logan D Johnson
Dontae Langley
Daniel Kevin Mcconnell
Joseph R. McKernon *
Curtis Mitchell
Jack Ness
Austin M Remer
Brodie Rice
Nickolas Risberg
Nicholas Roussopoulos *
Martin Alan Smith II
Jacob M Stewart *
Skyler Woods *
ENERGY TECHNICAL SPECIALIST
Faculty:
Joe Mollner
Keith Setley

Energy Technical Specialist AAS
Dalatheon Robert LeGrand
Festus Olaonipekun

EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE
Faculty:
Sara Woodward

Exercise Science Transfer Pathway AS
Isabella Ciccarelli **
Samantha Jo Kling †*
Anthony Osterkamp

Exercise & Sport Science AAS
Jose A Rocha-Esquivel **
Megan Schultz
Catherine Torey Strand

Exercise & Sport Science AS
Tabitha Yetzer *

Sport Management Diploma
Haily Angeleen Dabrowski

Personal Training Certificate
Paul Dozer Nettles *

GRAPHIC & WEB DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
John Bivens
Lisa Cline
Kayt Dowling
DeAnn Engvall
Andi Fink
Shawn Turek

Graphic Design Technology AAS
Danielle M Barlage
Christopher W. Betten *
Sara Dymacek
David Iung
Skylyn Kucera †**
Hailey Rae Miller *
Alexandra Dawn Pierce
Nicolas Schmitz
Joshua Smith
Magdalene Trittin
Emily Wallerich *

Web Design Certificate
Tamer Ayoub
Danielle M Barlage *
Grace Elizabeth Frank *
Zachary Robert Opseth *

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
Jeff Borchardt

Heavy Construction Equipment Technology AAS
Connor Adomat **
Forrest Bugh Martin
Andrew Caskey
Jake Emond
Joseph Fogle *
Reiner Gale
Noah Goetzke *
Austin M. Holp
Keith Hubbs †*
Drew Daniel Jostock *
Alex L. Knapp **
Chris Monnens *
Samuel Parotti
Dustin Pieper
Parker Quist *
Blake Rix *
Tate Ruckheim *
Travis Schuh *
Benjamin P Steward *
Burton H. Wacholtz †*
Nathan Whitcomb **

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
Kenneth Klassen
Richard Petterson
Peter Szybatka
Edwin White

Heavy Duty Truck Technology AAS
Ryan Paul Barbaro *

** Distinction * Honor † Phi Theta Kappa
Alexander Broin *
Fernando Carrillo
Brian Matthew Heinz *
Axel Cruz-Huerta
Gene Grage *
Brendan D Hagstrom
Kayla Harris-Pratt
Robert Thomas Kaufman
Michael Lewison
Zach Magin
Isaac Malecha
Ryan DeVern Mattingly † *
Jorden A. Meuleners *
Kevin Miller
Daniel Lorenzo O'Connor *
Devin Pearse
Blake Pieper *
Daniel Schipp *
Alexander Schneider *
Paul Charles Schulz *
Leighton Robert Shaney
Cody Skluzacek *
Geoffery W. Stokes *
Corey Tuma
Anthony J. Tyson *
Jack Ulmen *
Donovan Woida *
Alexander Schneider *
Fernando Carrillo
Brian Matthew Heinz *
Axel Cruz-Huerta
Gene Grage *
Brendan D Hagstrom
Kayla Harris-Pratt
Robert Thomas Kaufman
Michael Lewison
Zach Magin
Isaac Malecha
Ryan DeVern Mattingly † *
Jorden A. Meuleners *
Kevin Miller
Daniel Lorenzo O'Connor *
Devin Pearse
Blake Pieper *
Daniel Schipp *
Alexander Schneider *
Paul Charles Schulz *
Leighton Robert Shaney
Cody Skluzacek *
Geoffery W. Stokes *
Corey Tuma
Anthony J. Tyson *
Jack Ulmen *
Donovan Woida *

Heavy Duty Truck Technology Diploma
Avery Alms

HVAC & REFRIGERATION TECHNOLOGY
Faculty:
Torry Jeranek

Heating, Ventilating, AC & Refrigeration Diploma
Tarek Ahmed
Ibrahim K. Aloul
Jacob E Berg
Quinn Buss *
Ken Cockriel *
Jonah Dalberg *
Zachary Dowdle *
Seth Ginther
Samuel N Kanwischer *
Innocent Kouame
Matthew Meyers *
Jose Luis Parada Cortez
Benjamin Plante
Matthew Reimers
Micah G. Rivera *
Bubby Smith *
Hunter William Sprouls *
Steven Van Kempen

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDIES
Dante Aganmwonyi
Alejandro Alas
Madelyn Anderson
Nicholas Eugene Baker
Jacob Alan Bentz
Michael Anthony Bharrat
Haily Angeleen Dabrowski
Miguel Angel Dominguez
Evan Ermisch
Joseph Filipovich
Benjamin B Goelz *
Mitchell Tanner Goodwin *
Shenise Nellie Guise
Zachary Bryan Gunderson *
Courtney Summer Heagle
Lily Hernandez
Kevin Brett Holler *
Ben James *
Jacquelyn Lee Jandreau
Willow Koski
Michael A Krause *
Andrew J (AJ) Larson
Sophia Legare *
Elizabeth Lehrer *
Marissa McCallum
Ashlyn Mildred Nystuen *
Julia Kathleen Offerdahl
Sonja Arabelle Pierce
Kirby Joseph Pieri *
Mason Primus **
Amber Roby
Jared Ezekiel Rodriguez Figueroa
Christopher Seymour Jr.
Benjamin Dale Simonsen *
Melissa Leanne Sundstrom
Ria Thomegreene
Brenda Vargas-Herrera *
Marie Whittaker † *
Cole Zempel *
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Faculty:
Joe Mollner

Industrial Engineering Technician Diploma
Kevin Stephen Blackmore
Michael Fish *
Christopher Leckington
Lauren Leifeld
Jack Madsen
Christopher Daniel Ohrwall
Adam David Pfaff
Benjamin Andrew Robinson **
Ryan J. Rosenberg
Riley James Shelgren *
James Sunday *
James E Weinmeyer
Robert L Yanz *

INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY CAREERS
Faculty:
Austin Allman
Nathan Blommel
Bassie Kamara
Betty Krueger
Michael Nelson
Chad Neuharth
Katherine Niebur
Jeffrey Owens
Grant Spencer
Judy Suddendorf

Information Systems Management AAS
Jordan Berken
Taylor Breyer
Trevor Culpepper
Levi Freedly
Nicholas Richard Kaderlik *
Abraham James Langager *
Robert James Leivers †
Stephanie Frances Pesta **

Networking Administration AAS
Taylor Breyer
Eric Eidem
Keaven Malik Fikes
Brook Gizachew
Jake Thomas Jensen †

Software Development AAS
Tamer Ayoub
Jerad Michael Compton *
Braden Estenson
Barry Lynn Faba †
Zach Hart
Nicholas Kieland *
Daniel M. Kruse
Jared Rhinehart
Iab Thao *
Shawn Koob Vang

Networking Administration Diploma
Taylor Breyer

Software Development Diploma
Ryan August Lehne
Anthony Trudeau

PC Technician Certificate
David Jankowski
Derrick Didier Kalla Lottin *

Web Programming Certificate
Mariano Duff
Erin Kathleen Gibbs
Srilakshmi Jay *
Thomas Bryan Lyseng †
William Orme *

INTERIOR DESIGN
Faculty:
Suzanne Casler
Byron Kermeen
Sheena Scott
Lisa Switzer

** Distinction    * Honor    † Phi Theta Kappa
Krista Tesky
Emily Thull

**Interior Design AAS**
Karryn M. Boche †*
Grace Boelter
Alissa Marie Knoblauch
Catherine K. Korman **
Laura R. Mitchell
Hanna Marie Mooney *
Raelin R. Schmidt **
Rachel Glotter Snitzer *
Willow Marie Squillace *
Bridget Keran Zak **

**Interior Design: NCIDQ Pathway Certificate**
Alexandra Amy *
Bianca Silvia Ferrando *
Hunter Elizabeth Johnson *
Ashley Wentworth *

**MARKETING & SALES**

**Faculty:**
Leonard Axelrod
Colleen Philbrick
Carie Statz

**Digital Marketing Specialist AAS**
Marcelina Gloria Cavazos
Grace Foley
Kenia Aimee Hernandez Avila
Mackenzie Joanne Jensen
Wendy K. Rasmussen †**
Sydney Joan Speer

**Marketing Design Specialist AAS**
Wendy K. Rasmussen †**

**Sales Specialist Certificate**
Alexandra Amy *
Kenia Aimee Hernandez Avila
Wendy K. Rasmussen †**
Soriya M Vera Rosales **

**MEDICAL ASSISTANT**

**Faculty:**
Jennifer Darrington
Patrice Nadeau
Shari Nepstad
Margaret Noirjean

Kathleen Paukert
Elizabeth Sartor

**Medical Administrative Specialist AAS**
Trista Yvonne Durant †*
Elizabeth Ann Johnson †*
Patricia A. Schmidt
Emily Grace Swanson †*

**Medical Assistant AAS**
Savannah Gorski
Camryn Michele Kaeder †**
Leah Ann King Sorenson
Jenelle Muri **
Amy O’Neal **
Elizabeth Ruby Quezada *
Michelle Lynn Raper **
Madison Amelia Rice
Robyn Stubbe **
Victoria Anne Wenner **

**Medical Coding Specialist AAS**
Meriam A. Abraham
Taya Patricia Buchman *
Stephan Egan *
Amanda Harvey
Shayna Raye O’Donnell *
Amber Weeman **
Ptosha Young †**

**Medical Administrative Specialist Diploma**
Kari Marie Gilomen *
Vera B. Kaizer
Winfred Kamau
Miranda Rivera

**Medical Assistant Diploma**
Samantha A Calderon Vega
Kari Degrego *
Bryanna Domonkos **
Hoden Douale **
Kaitlyn Edwards
Michelle L. Elbert
Abby Nicole Fruetel
Pamela Goettl
Savannah Gorski
Daniela Islas Diaz
Camryn Michele Kaeder †**
Anisa Abdirahman Mohamed
Jenelle Muri **
Amy O’Neal **
Divya Perumandla **
Michelle Lynn Raper **
Madison Amelia Rice
Maymuna Ahmed Sahal
Jorge Salinas
Patreace Swanson
Nelson Medardo Torres Linares
Breeanna N. Wallner
Victoria Anne Wenner **
B-Lee Williams

** Distinction      * Honor      † Phi Theta Kappa

Medical Coding Specialist Diploma
Bridget Anderson
Kristine L Carroll *
Sara N. Gangl *
Carrie Perkins
Hannah M Polus
Shannon Marie Rosenbaum

NURSING ASSISTANT
Faculty:
Janet Rainford

Nursing Assistant Certificate
Amal Hussein Abdille
Hamsa Abshir
Merieme Aman
Lillian M. Barnes
Makenna Leigh-An Bell
Tiffany B. Birch
Adam A. Carrier
Taylor Marie Christianson
Kallie Rae Dagel
Lucia De La Cruz
Monica Dougherty Dellapaolera
Zena Deressa
Megan Grace Feriancek
Conor Flenniken
Esther Gomez
Kaitlyn Nicole Gurrola
Halie Michelle Harder
Hodo Abdi Ibrahim
Muna K. Ibrahim
Hannah G. Jaryan
Karl Thomas Johnson
Sara Lynn Johnson
Ivory Ardell King
Dasney Leon
Julia Elizabeth Lockrem
James Paul Loomis
Maria Theresa Garcia Lopez †
Mark Richard Maher
Jewelry C. Mamadou
Khaibary Masoud
Thomas James Mathias
Brianna Rose McBrayer
Meghan J. McMahon
Bethany C. Mejia-Elias
Allison Maye Minners
Jasmine Meena Mursalim
Paula Aghi Njingu
Natalie Marie Nusbaum
Ashlyn Mildred Nystuen
Breanna Joy Olson
Ethan Michael Olson
Noelia Estefania Pacheco
Kyrene Leigh Peterson
Priscilla G. Pfeiffer
Thanh Ngan Thi Phan
Alyssa May Pleier
Madison R. Postell
Deborah A. Preachuk
Jenna L. Rankila
Lisa R. Ryan
Jennifer Sanchez
Kali Sandstrom-Balsimo
Megan Soberanes Cortes
Cierra Nicole Swenson
Kingsley Tebid
Vermouth Toussaint Decillon
Mireille Mbombo Tshisuku
Kaylee Michelle Tuttle
Bronwyn Michelle Vande Kamp
Alicia Lynn Vechik
Kristina Rose Wolling

PHOTOGRAPHY
Faculty:
Lisa Cline
Darrell Tangen

Professional Photography AAS
Amaya Rose Copp
Christine Marie Cornelius
Sarah Johnson **
Ashley M. Koll *
Emily Marie Lorence *
Kiana Zastoupil †*
Photographic Imaging Technology Diploma
Kathleen Marie Eischens
Photography Diploma
Natalie Drescher †*
Deepali Brooke Kuhlmann **

PRACTICAL NURSING
Faculty:
Brenda Arneson
Lorene Gilliksen
Jill Holden
Karen Johnson
Renee LeMieux
Janet Rainford

Practical Nursing Diploma
Bengisu Alsmadi
Katianna Ruth Baker
Emmali Kate Bernarding
Amanda Lynn Bosold
Megan K. Burgeson
Morgan Burnett
Jasmine Soukvila Chanthalakeo
Catherine J. Cook
Grace Monduah Dahn
Mckay Andrew Danielson
Kathleen Fee
Brittany A. Gulbranson *
Brandy Gundry *
Maryama Ahmed Hashi
Samantha Elizabeth Huston *
Jestine Jinkins †
Taylor Lee Johnson
Julia Kehborn
Cansu Krebsbach
Elijah Tobias Mandere
Crystal Maqsudi
Isabella K. Maronga *
Evans Moseti Matara
Patrick J. Mike
Joseph Ondieki Mogaka
Bonface Mogoa *
Gerlin Samuel Monte **
Madelyne Montgomery
Mwimule Marcel Mulengwa
Lydia Ebangha Muweh **
Beatrice Moraa Ndege

Evelyn J. Nehwah
Hellen Njeri Njema †*
Erick Nyabiba
Jared Ogwora Nyaboga
Fatuma Omar
Gladys Mongina Omwamba
David O. Omwenga
Reggiena Detreona Rush
Stacey Schiller
Rebekah Schulz
Carly Simon
Cindy M. Skluzacek
Neddy Songoro
Isiah Warnock
Shannell L Winkelman **

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT
Faculty:
Johnathan Kellogg

Truck Fleet Maintenance Certificate
Justin Schuster †*

VETERINARY TECHNICIAN
Faculty:
Meri DuRand
Leslie Epstein
Christy Hutchins
Nicole Nieman
Kelsey Zent

Veterinary Technician AAS
Jenna Marie Amey *
Mariah Jena Banks
Kristy J. Barrott
Cortney Kristine Barth
Marissa Blanco *
Angela M. Bradley
ChyAnne Alivia Brien
Taylor Chamberlin
Kayla Chenvert *
Rachael Aaron DeVries
Kiana Denise Garrison
Glen Harp *
Katherine Marjorie Jensen
Megan Nicole Lockard *
Amber Joy Monson
Olivia Claire Moon *
Emily Nguyen †*
Alexis P. Odegaard
Leah Marie Patterson
Tara Ashlynn Seubert *
Danielle Sletten *
Ashlynn R. Smith *
Tristin Thorsen
Jaxon Lloyd Tidd *
Aaron Williams *
Carmen N. Yang *
Sandie Yang

** WELDING TECHNOLOGY **

Faculty:
Byron Emory
Blake Goehring
Bruce Hartung

Welding Technology Diploma
Mandy Jo Bachmann
Justin Bailey
Jason J Bemus
Jack Benton
Dustin Bigott
Hunter Bischoff
Kacey Calvin Bollum *
Stephen Richard Carey
Dominic Antonio Catani
Alex C. Christianson
Shawn Bryant College *
Andrew DeVaan
Ty J. DeWitz
Evan Lee Dougherty
Draven G. Dugal
Cody Feckler
Lucas Greenfield
Jacob William Hammer
Chandler Jon Heckel
Kyle Henning
Jonathan Heuer
Joseph Kincaid Jeans
Dakota Kaisershot
Jacob W. Kiley
Dylan King
Taylor James Malone *
Peter John Mansur
Max Marcus

Claire McGrath
Jared Mitchell
Nathaniel Moyer
Joshua S. Nickell
Anthony F. Nokk
Korbin Noyes
Joseph Michael O’Masta
Timothy Orthmann
Christian Phillips
Maxwell Hamilton Prior
Oscar Ramirez
Lucas Rein
Jonathan J. Remer
Jakob Rubin
Ashlyn N Seibert †*
Joshua Jon Sisel
Mikaila Soule
Sydney Steiger **
Cameron Stern
Jacob Sundt
Carlo Supina *
Hunter Sutton
Justin Swanson
Connor A Wallace
Blake Williams
Jennifer Williams
Eric Wogan
Cole Zehnder

** Distinction  * Honor  † Phi Theta Kappa **
GENERAL & DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION FACULTY

Kyle Forgette ................................................. Biology
Cassandra Moe ................................................. Biology
Kristine Squillace-Stenlund ................................ Biology
Marc Fournier ................................................ Economics
Susan Farmer ................................................ English
Joseph Campbell .............................................. English
Brett Kolles ..................................................... English
Shayla Loree .................................................. English
Margaret Milne ................................................. English
Erica Peterson ................................................ English
Jill Frahm ......................................................... History
Erin Manthey .................................................. Mathematics
Laurence Stone ............................................ Mathematics
Weston Jorde ................................................ Philosophy
Robert Victorin-Vangerud ................................. Philosophy
John Nelson ..................................................... Physics
Brandon Jones ............................................... Psychology
Saundra Welter-Bacon ................................ Psychology
Maureen Clark ............................................... Sociology
Denise Strenger ............................................ Sociology
Mark Grant ....................................................... Speech
Georgina Lorencz ............................................ Speech
Anna Verhoye ................................................. Speech

STUDENT SUPPORT FACULTY

Michael Kirby ................................................ Librarian

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

Michael Berndt ................................................ President
Mike Opp ........................................................ Vice President of Academic Affairs
David Milton ................................................... Vice President of Finance and Operations
Michael Birchard .......................................... Associate Vice President of Equity & Inclusion
Anne Johnson ................................................. Vice President of Student Affairs
Kim Shaff ........................................................ Foundation Executive Director
Nick Wallace ................................................... Dean of Liberal Arts and STEM
Jason Wetzel ................................................... Dean of Transportation, Construction, and Manufacturing
Ron Erickson ................................................... Dean of Business, Design and Allied Health

STUDENT SENATE OFFICERS 2020-2021

Daisy Mairura ................................................ President
Emily Grace Swanson ......................................... Vice President
Emily Grace Swanson ......................................... Secretary (Fall 2020)
Sheri Hanson .................................................... Secretary (Spring 2021)
Roni Egopija .................................................... Treasurer (Fall 2020)
Vera Kaizer ..................................................... Treasurer (Spring 2021)
Anna Kimmel .................................................. Campus Liaison (Spring 2021)
Congratulations Alumni!

REAL EDUCATION.
REAL RESULTS.

#DCTCREAL #DCTCGRAD
On our campus we... appreciate differences, honor those that serve, demonstrate dignity and respect, value and celebrate diversity, and EMPOWER SUCCESS FOR ALL.